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List: https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/perpass
Goals

- The primary goal of the session is to identify and plan for concrete IETF activities (e.g. new standards track documents or BCPs) that help mitigate pervasive monitoring
  - As a secondary goal we also want to figure out how to use perpass list after Vancouver
- Non-goal: bash any particular people or agencies
  - Treating actions as attacks (if they are) is fair game
  - Saying “[Govt X|person Y] is bad” is not ok
Your ADs are here to help

• If you have a good proposal for improving security and privacy in this space then bring that to any area director – they've all agreed they'd welcome such proposals and are happy to facilitate work on 'em
  – And I checked:-)
Agenda

minutes - topic

0000 - intro, agenda bash - chairs

0010 - overview pressie - Dave Thaler

0040 - open mic, have we level-set?

0060 - threat model - Brian Trammell

0070 - hard and open topics - Phillip Hallam-Baker

0080 - high level on more use of tls - Mark Nottingham

0090 - privacy bcp - Alissa Cooper

0100 - open mic, comments on pressies, what's missing?

0120 - summarise actions, open-points, Scott Brim

  - Scott will try to draft a plan based on what he hears at the meeting, then present that here.

0150 - end